“DELIVERING
RECRUITMENT
SOLUTIONS AND
COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITIES
WITHIN FOOTBALL
TO OUR GLOBAL
PARTNERS”

Welcome

Bienvenido

欢迎

Willkommen

Velkommen
ਸੁਆਗਤ ਹੈ

خوش آمدید

स्वागत हे

أهال بك
Bienvenue

Introduction

We are a bespoke Professional Sports Management Company.
Since our formation, our aim has been to establish several core values, such as loyalty, trust and
diligence alongside recognised partners within Sports Law and accredited FA and FIFA Intermediaries.
With this foundation, we feel our clients can fulfil their true potential on and off the field as we have
now established exceptional relationships with football clubs and personnel globally.
We act for a multitude of clients from a wide range of nationalities, footballing backgrounds and
clubs. The client base is growing steadily, mainly due to existing clients referring us to fellow
professionals. Our services include recruitment, contract negotiations, player marketing, delivering
commercial opportunities, mentoring and tax planning, to name but a few.

At Catalyst each of our clients whether established or not, are supplied with an outstanding and
comprehensive range of personalised services tailored to meet their individual need. A key goal is
client confidence and happiness, and that is what we strive for, every day, for every client.
With a global network of established industry contacts, which is second to none and a dedicated
‘Player / Club Management’ team our clients are assured of the highest possible level of service and
guidance. This structure maximises earning potential and delivers career progression.
We look to support our players in as many areas as possible to allow them to take their performance
on the pitch to a new level and also unearth potential new revenue streams for our clients.

About us

•

English Football Association Intermediary status
(IMSC000962/IMS000983/IMS002773/IMS003930)

•

Experience within the sector transacting business in every continent

•

Structured strategic consultants in 21 different countries throughout the world with new partners joining us in
2017 and 2018 from India, China, Egypt, Pakistan, Germany, Canada, United States, Northern Ireland, Columbia
and the West Indies.

•

Domestically represent 25 players from such clubs as Newcastle United FC, Sunderland AFC and Middlesbrough
and top emerging talent.

•

Internationally represent/mandated for players currently playing in Europe, Asia, Middle East and South
America, North America and Canada

•

Winter 2019 Transfer Window saw 20 mandated players completing on deals.

•

Representing numerous international recognised managers/coaches

•

Mandated directly and through our partners to find buyers/investors for numerous clubs across Europe

•

We have created a company that we feel is excellently positioned in the sports management market due to the
strength, depth and experience of our dedicated team. This is built around our unique and distinctive approach
to sports management where we put the client at the centre of everything we do. We believe that
relationships are key and our clients being able to call upon the services of our team who understand their
personal circumstances. This enables them to benefit from a source of trusted advice as their needs evolve over
the years

•

Saxton family brand within football have a combined experience of over 60 years – something that Catalyst4
PSM is very proud to continue. To protect this brand we would not enter into any business transaction that
would compromise this.

Meet The
Team

Catalyst4 PSM, IMSC000962
Neil Saxton, Director of Football Operations and FA
Registered Intermediary (IMS000983)
Craig Pearson, FA Registered Intermediary (IMS002773)
Anthony Isiakpona, FA Registered Intermediary
(IMS003930) (London)
Kate Nightingale, Administration Manager
Sara Jamieson, PA to Director
Ryan Saxton, Player Analyst
Russ Whittaker, Talent ID Consultant (UK)
Shaun Fromson, Consultant (UK)
Asif Mithani, Consultant (Asia)
Ibby Halhool, Consultant (Middle East)
Dominic Elliott, Consultant (Australia)
Chris Jobling, Consultant (North England)
Atle Johannessen, Consultant (Scandinavia)
Phil Cave, Consultant (Germany)
Lee Sibanda, Consultant (Scotland)
Jeri Marie Sumner, Consultant (UK)
David Shankland, Consultant (Canada)
Michael Robinson, Consultant (Germany)
Mo Balde, Consultant (USA)
Steven Scutchings, Consultant (South England)
Gordon Burnley, Consultant (UK)

Global
Network

Through the years Catalyst4 have collated a global network within the football industry that we believe is
unrivalled.
An example of this is through our monthly newsletter which currently reaches 8,000 subscribers within
the global target market (Players, Coaches, CEO’s, Commercial Directors, Agents, Investors etc).

Specifically within our domestic market, we have personal relationships with every Club from Premier
League to Non-League from CEO to players.
CAT4 PSM know that no contact in the football world is unreachable.

Location of
international
Partners
Transacted
business last 24
months

Brand
Activation
Who we are /
what can we do for
you commercially

Catalyst4 PSM has an established global network and engages with football clubs on a daily basis
which allows us to provide your product with brand activation within your chosen demographic.
We are uniquely positioned in the global football market because of our strength, depth and
experience.
We believe relationships are fundamental. Being able to call upon our services and someone who
understands your products enables you to benefit from a source of trusted advice as your needs
evolve over the years.
Our approach is to be open in our dealings and provide you with up to date ROI (return on
investment) so that you can determine whether the outcome meets your expectations.

We recognise that your satisfaction as a client will depend on how well we look after you and how
well we keep you informed. We all prefer to do business with people we trust.

Consultancy

Consultancy /
Activation

Catalyst4 PSM’s consultative approach allows clients to leverage the scale of our expertise, network and
geography.
We offer a knowledge base and experience to ensure maximum value delivery on any project
Brand objectives evaluation
Benchmarking to ensure “best value”
Qualitative and quantitative ROI measurements
Commercial analysis of rights holder, structure and strategy plans

Activation
Catalyst4 PSM deliver 360 degree activation services to ensure full value return by any sponsorship
investment

Our aim is to link creative approach with consumer insight to deliver unique cross channel campaigns, digital
and social integration, event branding, media and PR and corporate entertainment

Industry Specific Premium Partnerships
On behalf of our clients, Catalyst4 PSM are currently sourcing exclusive platinum partners within the
following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance
Destination
Telecoms
Nutrition/Energy Drinks
Automotive
Natural Resources
Energy
Gambling/Gaming
Banking
Airline/Carrier
Alcohol/Beverage

Further categories would be
considered.

Digital
Perimeter
Advertising

What is it?
Located on the perimeter of the football pitch – it is as close as a commercial
message can get. It is clearly visible to the international television and match day
audience
How is it bought?
Purchased in blocks of minutes, usually 3-5 minutes per match. Price per minute
varies between fixtures
How is it measured?

Exposure is measured through the length of time that brand message is seen on TV multiplied by the live
TV audience in that territory
Free additional value for brands?
Advertisers often gain extra exposure through footage that cannot be tracked. This includes highlights,
replays, online, mobile and press coverage.
LED Perimeter
In addition to the value of the EPL that we are able to monitor there are significant benefits from
perimeter board advertising that cannot be tracked precisely

Repeats
The average EPL fixture is repeated three times, the media value and impressions on the previous slides
only account for the first broadcast of each fixture in a market
Broadcast Footprint
The EPL is broadcast to 188 countries – this analysis tracks the 80 primary media markets
Other Media

•
•
•
•

EPL footage is regularly consumed via media formats other than TV, primarily:
Online (official and pirate)
Mobile (across various network formats)

Press (newspapers and magazines)

Highlights

•

Though board exposure in highlights is brief and hard to guarantee it reached massive audiences
globally, “94% of fans say they watch football highlights at least once a month”

Opportunities include stadium sponsorship, LED sponsorship, shirt, sleeve, training kit,

Front of Shirt,
Stadium and
or Roof
Sponsorship

dugout, stand and rooftop sponsorship but to name a few. The values are between

£10,000 and £35m
***** £20,000,000 - £35,000,000 - Premiership Top/European Top
**** £5,000,000 - £10,000,000 - Premiership
*** £3,000,000 - £5,000,000 - Championship/Equivalent
** £250,000 - £3,000,000 - League 1/Equivalent
* £25,000 - £100,000 - Non-League - League 2

‘Benefit from maximum
brand exposure through shirt
or stadia sponsorship’

Branding

Sleeve Partner
Package

•

Logo present on 1st Team playing jersey sleeve patch for all EPL, FA Cup, Carabao Cup and friendly
matches

Advertising Rights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Club shall place the Partner’s Logo on a page in the Matchday programme, alongside the Club’s
Official Partners.
The right to use images of the Club First Team players, where the Club has retained ownership of
such rights, for combined marketing material.
No less than five minutes of material, in-game, on the Club’s pitch facing LED system per home
game.
No less than 10 panels on the Club’s TV Interview backdrop boards.
No less than 45 panels on the Training Ground/Media backdrop boards.
No Less than 4 pitch side static advertising boards at the Ground
No less than 10 static advertising boards sited at the Academy and Training Ground.

Digital Rights
•

The Partner shall develop a joint digital marking plan to best serve the agreed objectives which can
be agreed separately with the respective Heads of Marketing, but may include a mix of;
• Targeted e-mails to the Club’s Partner list *(maximum of 4 solus e-mails per season) and on
occasion features on the Club’s E-mails.
• Branded content on the Club’s social channels, of a nature and frequency TBC.
• Branded content on the Club’s website.
• Placing the Logo in a section on the Club’s official website alongside the Club’s official
partners.
• Right to paragraph of Partner description on the Partners’ page on the Club’s official website

Tickets & Hospitality
•
•
•

A table of six in of the Club’s hospitality suites per home game.
Complimentary food & drink included.
The right to receive 10 ‘best available’ general stand tickets per home game.

Money Can’t Buy
•
•
•
•

5 shirts signed by members of the Club’s current first team.
No less than 2 training ground experience days per season.
• Training ground tour/watch the first team or similar.
1 Play on the Pitch slot for the Club’s annual Play on the Pitch Partners’ Day.
The Club shall procure no less than 2 appearances by 3 members of the current first team squad per
season, to support in promotional activity.

Term
•

3-year deal commencing in time for the start of the new season

Fee Per Annum

***** £5,000,000 - £10,000,000 - Premiership Top/European Top
**** £1,000,000 - £5,000,000 - Premiership
*** £500,000 - £1,000,000 - Championship/Equivalent
** £50,000 -£500,000 - League 1/Equivalent
* £5,000 -£50,000 - Non-League - League 2

Official
Partner
Package

Advertising Rights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The club shall place the Partner’s Logo on a page in the Matchday programme, alongside
the Club’s Official Associate Partners.
No less than 2 pitch side static advertising board.
No less thank 3 full minutes in-game, on the pitch-facing LED system.
No less than 4 spaces on the Club’s TV interview backdrop boards.
1 full-page advert in the Club’s Official Matchday Programme per game.
1 30 second advert which appears on the Jumbo Screen as part of the pre-game playlist.
The right to use images of the Club First Team players, where the Club has retained
ownership of such rights, for combined marketing material.

Digital Rights
•

The Partner shall develop a joint digital plan to best serve the agreed objectives, which
can be agreed separately with the respective Heads of Marketing, but may include a mix
of:
• Targeted e-mails to the Club’s Partner list *(maximum of 4 solus e-mails per
season) and on occasion features on the Club’s E-mails.
• Branded content on the Club’s social channels, of a nature and frequency TBC.
• Branded content on the Club’s website.
• Placing the Logo in a section on the Club’s official website alongside the Club’s
official partners.
• Right to paragraph of Partner description on the Partners’ page on the Club’s
official website

Hospitality
•
•

The right to receive 4 places in the Club Hospitality Suite per home game:
• Complimentary food and drink included.
1 car park space per home game.

Money Can’t Buy

•
•

10 shirts signed by members of the Club’s current first team.
No less than 1 training ground experience day per season.
• Training group tour/watch the first team train or similar.
• Max 10 people per visit

Fee
***** £3,000,000 - £5,000,000
**** £300,000 - £500,000
*** £100,000 - £300,000
** Available upon request
* Available upon request

Become a
Partner

The Power Of
The English
Premier
League

31.7m Instagram followers
20.5m Twitter followers

Broadcast to
1.03bn
homes in 189
countries

Average
attendance per
match - 38,495
fans in 2018.

Record audience of
3.24m people watched
the Manchester Derby
*This is Premier League 17/18

43m Facebook likes

Total Club revenues were
£4.5bn during 2018 from
television rights - almost
£2bn more than any other
European League

EPL Stadiums achieved
record occupancy levels
of 96% during 2018

Live Premier
League
Programming
rose 11% to
1.35bn

“The thirst for Premier
League Football in India
is incredible.
Thousands of fans
came from all over the
country to watch the
matches together and it
was an amazing
atmosphere.”
- Alan Shearer

The English Premier League is the most popular league in the majority of key
international markets, delivering the highest levels of interest out of major
European leagues.

UK
1

2

3

4

USA

Australia

Japan

China

India

Brazil

Nigeria

Poland

Thailand

Mexico

South
Africa

Brands Associated With The EPL
19/20

The objective of the Premier League is to stage the most competitive and compelling
League with world-class players and through the distribution of broadcast and
commercial revenues to enable Clubs to develop and play at a level where they can
compete effectively.

The world’s best players come to England to play in a compelling League competition
in front of passionate full houses and matches that are seen all over the world.
The EPL is a League of Nations – from 2019 there are approximately 70 nationalities
running on to the pitch.
The Premier League is unrivalled in its popularity in the Asian region with an estimated
307m people in China interested in football with over half watching the EPL. 155m
people follow the Premier League in India.
The EPL draws the highest global television audience of any football league and the
most live coverage of European Leagues.

Community
Development
Projects (CSR)

Aim to develop football within the local community but also generate brand
awareness
Link your brand with development of football in that territory
Focus on local community engagement, culture, education and even tourism
through football
Charity related projects linked to EPL Clubs e.g. the build of grassroots football
academies

LinkAllyour
with development
of football
in appearances
that territory
EPL
Stars brand
– recognisable
icons of the EPL offer
professional
to develop
brand awareness and media interest
Events include EPL All Star exhibition games, golf days, Q&A’s, autograph signing sessions.
Catalyst4 PSM can provide a platform for EPL Clubs to visit designated territories and
participate in exhibition games and tournaments hosted by your brand

Exhibition
Game
Tournament
Sponsorship

Social Media

Catalyst4 are embracing the change in how the world does business and adapting to how
quickly information can be exchanged over various social media platforms. We pride
ourselves in our expertise to utilise social media platforms to enhance clients’ social
media profiles.
We are working closely with Champions (UK) plc “The Brand Agency” as well as engaging
with leading consultants in key areas in order to optimise our clients’ social media
marketing.
We have extensive knowledge invested in social media marketing strategies and focus on
brand engagement. We can provide clients with the right steps to take toward an
effective and successful social media strategy.
We also proudly support Newcastle United’s Be A Game Changer Campaign to raise
awareness of mental health issues affecting in particular, young men today and the FA’s
Kick It Out program to promote equality in football.

@cat4psm
#cat4psm

Creating
Ambassadorial
Roles

We are also looking at creating ambassadorial roles for high profile individuals, similar to the
partnership that was recently agreed between Bollywood star Ranveer Singh and the English
Premier League (EPL). In this role, Singh will work to support the EPL’s community initiatives across
India, promote fan events and share his passion for the game. The partnership will also strengthen
the relationship between the ISL and EPL and see the leagues exchange knowledge, strategic
support and ideas.
Catalyst4 professional sports management limited are excited to confirm that we are now working
with Aarka sports and their client, one of the world’s most recognized sporting personalities –
cricketing legend, Mahendra Sing Dhoni.
In recent years he has been recognised in Time magazine as one of the most 100 influential people
on the planet and 16th most marketable athletes in the world. Forbes also has him as 23 on the
highest paid athletes list. In a survey carried out during 2018 by YouGov Asia Pacific, MS was named
the second most popular Indian by the Asian public behind the Indian Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi. A strong advocate of encouraging young children to take part in physical outdoor activities, he
established the MSDCA in 2017.
Dhoni has amassed a great social media following and has a strong presence on-line with his name
being the most searched for cricket captain (source: Google).

In today’s climate, there is a whole new tier of “Ambassador” or “Influencer” with sports stars rapidly
overtaking celebrities to endorse or promote brands. This is in large part due to their relationship with
fans, their reputations as role models and ability to inspire a younger generation.
The Role:
An Ambassador’s involvement would not be limited to their face on promotional material for the Club or
to attend events—it would heavily involve the use of social media and being extremely active on-line to
spread awareness and information about the Club that they are endorsing.
The role would also focus on supporting commercial activities for the chosen Club as well as its official
Partners, as well as to continue to help build the profile of the Club internationally, specifically in the
territory of India (Asia). In the role the Ambassador would be working to support the Club’s community
initiatives across India and promote fan events. A recent event was held at an international fan park in
Bengaluru, which saw more than 20,000 fans engage with Clubs and activities. Most Premier League
Clubs are committed to fans and development of the game in India (Asia) at both grassroots and elite
level.

The Premier League has been running an international community program (Premier Skills) since 2007
which uses football as a tool to engage and develop the skills of young people in partnership with the
sports authority of India and the ISL. Since its inception, they have trained more than 1,000 local
coaches and referees while reaching out to more than 78,000 young people in the country.
Each Club would have different specifications of what would be required from an Ambassador with
personal appearances forming a large part of the role. Ambassador roles are fairly new to the Premier
League but as you may be aware, Bollywood’s Ranveer Singh already has a similar role with the EPL.

Potential
Responsibilities
of the Role

•
•
•
•
•
•

Posting regular updates across social media to promote the Club
Giving exclusive interviews with Club website and channel
Featuring in short films to help promote the Club
Personal appearances at fan events
Meet and greets with fans (competition winners etc)
Promotion of Club merchandise with Ambassador’s image

Full specifications will be detailed during the process to make sure you and
the Ambassador are happy with the undertaking and financial package on
offer. It is important to remember at this stage all we will do it explore this
opportunity to see if it meets with your approval. If you are not happy at any
point we can discuss this or terminate the process.
We will be engaging with our partners Champions (UK) plc,
(https://championsukplc.com) through their owner John Hayes, a leading
European brand agency to bring further commercial activity including
approaching some of the brands shown.

Catalyst4
Academy
“Delivering
Opportunities and
clear pathways to
young footballers
across the globe”

Proud sponsors of
Catalyst4 Academy

ACADEMIC PARTNER

“TO PROVIDE AN
UNRIVALLED
ENVIRONMENT FOR
STUDENT-ATHLETES
TO UNLOCK AND
REACH THEIR
OPTIMAL PLAYING
POTENTIAL ”
NEIL SAXTON – HEAD OF FOOTBALL
OPERATIONS

COACHING PARTNER

SAFEGUARDING
CHILDREN POLICY
AND PROCEDURES

Catalyst4
Academy

Since its inception in 2013, Cat4 PSM Academy has gone from strength to strength and worked
tirelessly to build a great reputation and establish solid relationships with football clubs from
grassroots level through to the Premier League.
The majority of our players are from the North East of England, however due to our ever expanding
network we now attract players from all regions in the UK, Europe and the Rest of the World.
Cat4 PSM Academy provides a platform for the continued career development of young players. Via
our showcase games, training sessions and our annual elite training camps, players are given the
chance to display their talents to professional clubs, whether it be for the first time or for those who
have been released from academies and are looking for a new opportunity.
We are grateful to M2K Services for their continued support in providing sponsorship to our
academy.

M2K Services are a premium national shop fitting and interior fit-out specialist with a complete range
of services for the retail and commercial markets partnering many major high street names. They also
have a dedicated building and maintenance team to provide clients with both reactive and scheduled
works cover for all of their buildings.
M2K Services enjoy trusted and long term relationships with some of the biggest brands in the world.
They have built their business on their core values of honesty and customer service.

Website: Catalyst Academy

Website: M2K Services
Twitter: M2K Services

Catalyst4 work on other elements
of our players’ development such as
media training. The boys are
educated on how they should
prepare themselves for a life in
professional football and potentially
in the spotlight of the media via
mock television interviews. In
addition, the importance of social
media etiquette (which is
monitored on a weekly basis by our
staff) is discussed and advice given
on potential pathways going
forward should a career in
professional football not be
attained.

Football and Media Training at
Sunderland AFC Academy of Light

Twitter: @cat4psm

Instagram: Cat4PSM
Facebook: Cat4PSM
LinkedIn
Catalyst4 PSM v Middlesbrough FC
U18’s at Rockcliffe Training Ground

We have seen a fantastic success rate as a result of our
academy training camps and showcase games (we have held
over 50 against Professional Academies since in inception),
resulting in over 30 of our players signing scholarships or
professional contracts. Here are some below:

Josh Shonibare

Jack Cooper

Levi Amantchi, 18 and Will McCamley, 18, both signing
professional contracts at Chesterfield FC and Huddersfield
Town FC.
Tom Howard, Tom Scothern and Harrison Devine are all 2nd
Year Scholars at Sunderland AFC.
Dan Dodds has now signed a professional contract with
Middlesbrough FC.
Tom Devitt and Elliott Forbes have signed professional
contracts for Gateshead FC and Ryan Nelson is starting his
3rd year of Professional Football in Norway.

Josh
Wisson

Ursene Mouanda

Further Scholarships obtained by, Robbie Gateshill,
Rotherham United, Keaton Marrs, Mansfield Town, Josh
Giacomini, Morecambe, Kyle Soper, Carlisle Utd.
To add to our success story, a number of our academy players
made the England Schoolboys winning Centenary Shield
side(s) over the past few years, including 3 players as captain.

Will McCamley

Some of our
Catalyst4
Academy
Graduates

Thomas Scothern
Sunderland AFC

Ryan Nelson
Gjovik FC

Elliott Forbes
Gateshead FC

Ursene Mouanda
Kilmarnock FC

Levi Amantchi
Chesterfield FC

Tom Devitt
Gateshead FC

Harrison Devine
Sunderland AFC

Belchior Papa
Carlisle Utd

Kyle Soper
Carlisle Utd

Josh Giacomini
Morecambe

Elite
International Football
Development
Programme

Catalyst4 PSM continues to work closely with South Shields FC Elite Academy, Improtech Soccer and
Sunderland College and are delighted that past and current players have gained international
recognition for England.
Furthermore, we are excited to announce that from next season the Elite Academy will have an
international pathway with the ability for players from the UK and the rest of the world to join this
prestigious program.

The Elite International Soccer Programme for Boys and Girls aged 16-19 is based at our state of the
art sports academy located just outside of Sunderland, England. It provides an excellent learning
environment for academic and vocational courses for the elite athlete.
As the dedicated campus for our sports provision the sports academy building spans some 30,000
sq.ft and features include a multi-use sports hall, sports science performance lab, strength and
conditioning facility and fully equipped gym. The campus also features a multi million pound “Goals
Soccer Centre” comprising of 10 ﬂoodlit all weather 4G pitches.
Bede Campus also features three on-site cafes including the brand new refectory and a Starbucks in
the new Visual and Performance Arts building for all students. The scholarship programme is for
students looking to progress their football skills to an elite level with dedicated football training from
UEFA trained coaches, within a coaching program designed by a UEFA Pro licensed coach.
Our Elite Football Development Centre runs as a professional academy would, combining academic
studies with professional training and competitive games and clear pathways.

Included
in Fees

Boots and Kit Sponsorship

Education(HND Sports
Programme, 3A Levels
or BTEC Level 3
Programme)

Individual
Player Profile created
with footage

Experience a
professional UK
football Academy
under the guidance of
ex-pro and UEFA pro
licensed coach

Live streaming
of games

Social Media
and Media
Training

Showcase
games against
professional
academy teams

Match
Analysis/Professional
Playertek and Hudl
software.( Reports
and Video footage)

Homestay
accommodation
or University self
contained ﬂats

Compete in
College Cat
1/2/3 league

Increase your
chances of being
recognised or
recruited by a
professional club

Uploading
individual and
team video clips

Complete FA
level 1&2
coaching
badges
Professional
Strength and
Conditioning
programme in
newly renovated
S/C gym

Participation in
International
Tournaments

Potential
Careers that
Academy
Players can
go on to
enjoy

Professional
Footballer

Business
Development
Semi-pro
Footballer

Football
Coaching
Stadium
Management
Strength And
Conditioning
Coach

Sports
Finance

Sports
Marketing

Physiotherapist

Performance
Analyst

Click on the flag
for Region
Specific
Brochures

Testimonials

Click Here for: Jordan
Henderson Testimonial

Elite
International
Football
Development
Video and
Brochure
International
Tournament
Participation
Video

Click here to view:
Football Development Video
International Football Development Brochure
Costa Blanca Cup 2017 Video

The Area

Sunderland College
Stadium of Light

Aquatic Centre
Sunderland

St. James Park
Newcastle/Gateshead

North East England
Video Link

Sunderland and
Northumberland Coastlines

‘your football and educational development is as important to us as it is to you’

Boot Drop for
Clients

Shaun Byrne

Will McCamley

Matt Green

Ursene
Mouanda

Dan Dodds

Liam Agnew

Bel Papa

Keaton Marrs

Some of the
Players and
Clients we
have worked
with and deals
transacted
globally

A brief history of

We encourage feedback and consult with clients directly when necessary as it helps us to monitor how we
are doing and lets us know what we may need to change in order to provide a better service.

Conclusion

We believe that focusing on the strength of the relationship between us and our clients and building on the
success of our approach to sports marketing has made Catalyst4 PSM the company it is today
We are committed to developing these two principles further as they create an environment which makes
Catalyst4 PSM a great company with which to do business
Now that you have a greater understanding of what you can expect should you become a client we hope
that you will see Catalyst4 PSM as a company you could trust and look forward to welcoming you as a client.
In relation to our Academy, if you would like to discuss bespoke football and educational packages please
feel free to contact us.
Neil Saxton
Director Of Football Operations And FA Registered Intermediary IMS000983
Craig Pearson
FA Registered Intermediary IMS002773

Anthony Isiakpona
FA Registered Intermediary IMS003930

Catalyst4 Professional Sports Management Limited IMSC000962
Suite 11, Gateway House, Newburn Riverside, Newcastle Upon Tyne, Ne15 8nx
Tel: 0191 22934460 Email: info@catalystpsm.co.uk Website: www.catalystpsm.co.uk
* NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE * ST ANDREWS * LEEDS * SHEFFIELD * LONDON * MANCHESTER * EDINBURGH *
GLASGOW * BELFAST * VALDRES *FRANKFURT * VALENCIA * CAIRO * KARACHI * CHENGDU * PERTH * ADELAIDE *
BOSTON *TORONTO *NEW YORK *PORT OF SPAIN * MUMBAI * BELARUS * BOGOTA *

Company Reg: 10727374 Company Intermediary Number: IMSC000962
Registered Intermediary: IMS002773/IMS000983/IMS003930

